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SPRINTURF
Laying the Groundwork for Improved Visibility, Time, and Cost Savings

Company Facts
Overview
XX Location—Mount Pleasant,
South Carolina
XX Industry—Artificial turf manufacturer
XX Employees—300
XX Website—www.sprinturf.com

Success Highlights
Challenges
XX Centralize accounting
processes from three separate
facilities with a solution that
eliminates time-consuming manual
document management
SPRINTURF specializes in the manufacture and installation of artificial turf surfaces. Founded in

Solution

the 1990s and acquired by Integrated Turf Solutions (ITS) in 2010, SPRINTURF has installed more

XX DocStar® Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) with advanced
workflow and reporting and Artsyl
docAlpha intelligent data capture

than 1,800 turf systems for leading sports programs, colleges, and professional athletic teams

Benefits

percent of its fiber and turf in house and in the United States. Headquartered in Mount Pleasant,

XX Saved 40 accounting hours per week
while greatly improving the efficiency
of internal operations

South Carolina, these activities are performed at the world’s most sophisticated turf extrusion

XX Enabled vendor invoices to pass
through accounting in real time

across North America and abroad.
Compared to other turf product companies, SPRINTURF is the only one to manufacture 100

facilities—located in Dadeville, Alabama and the state-of-the-art tufting and coating plant in
Chatsworth, Georgia.
“We are currently the third largest manufacturer in the marketplace, with our sights firmly set on

XX Provided far more visibility into the
organization’s project costs

capturing the top spot within the next few years,” said Justin Reddy, chief operations officer and

XX Reduced time spent on purchase
orders by two-thirds

manufactures their systems overseas, which reduces direct oversight and can lead to delays. All of

XX Improved the company’s
competitiveness in the
bidding process

manufacture and installation. Many surfaces only last five to six years. We have the highest rate

president of SPRINTURF. “No one can match the quality of our product line. Nearly everyone else
our turfs are American-made under intensive quality controls. The highest care is placed on their
of fields in the ground for 10 or more years, as well as the industry’s shortest turnaround time.”

Creating a foundation for future growth
Averaging 200 installations a year over the past seven years, SPRINTURF’s business has grown
30 percent annually under current ownership. Driven by the quest to deliver superior quality and
durability, the company recently decided to optimize internal efficiencies by implementing the
DocStar Enterprise Content Management (ECM) system with advanced workflow and reporting
and Artsyl docAlpha intelligent data capture.

SPRINTURF
Seamlessly merging multiple
accounting platforms

“Plus, we’re nearly paperless,” he added. “The

options, it became clear that DocStar
was the right choice for SPRINTURF. Prior

Another benefit was the solution’s ability to

has been reduced by two-thirds. We no

to DocStar, the company handled all

merge the company’s three distinct accounting

longer have to scan and print paperwork

its reporting and invoicing with paper

platforms. This included separate systems for

multiple times to get it through the system

processes. Now, SPRINTURF is able to

addressing plant and manufacturing processes,

or go back and forth with our other facilities.

improve productivity and eliminate time-

landscaping sales to residential owners, and

Everything is indexed for easy routing,

consuming manual work.

installation. In addition to consolidating these

fulfillment, and look up.”

After thoroughly researching several

time spent on purchase orders alone

efforts into one centralized system with more
“We literally had one employee assigned

direct oversight, Reddy credits DocStar for

According to Brennan Crimm, a member of

to trafficking all the paperwork,”

pushing vendor invoices through accounting

SPRINTURF’s accounting staff, the invoicing

explained Reddy. “Even then, we had

in real time and providing greater visibility into

process through DocStar has reduced his

limited visibility and no idea when

the organization’s project costs.

personal efforts by nearly an hour a day.

invoices were stuck in the process until a
vendor called about payment.”

“DocStar has certainly sped things up, making
“This is a very competitive business,” said

the process much quicker and smoother. We

Reddy. “Despite the quality of our products,

no longer have to deal with stacks and stacks

“Since going live with DocStar in May

many projects come down to the lowest bid.

of paper, which were occasionally mishandled

2017, we’ve eliminated the need for

Through DocStar, we’ve been better able to

or even lost. Now, it only takes minutes to find

a full-time person to hunt everything

manage our costs. This has allowed us to

whatever we need. It’s all in the system in one

down,” he added. “This individual was

increase end-to-end efficiencies, enabling even

centralized location. Nothing could be easier.”

reassigned to deal with other priorities.

more competitive bids.”

This alone saved 40 hours of labor a
week, while making other internal
operations more efficient—without
adding overhead.”
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